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[ON-SCREEN HEADLINE: Under Review; Classified Documents at Biden’s Former Office]

GEORGE STEPHANOPOULOS: Under review. Classified documents found at President
Biden's former office. The Justice Department has launched a preliminary review. How the
administration is responding. 
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[ON-SCREEN HEADLINE: New Developments; President Biden Facing Questions Over
Classified Documents; Justice Dept Launches Review After Material Found at Former Office]

STEPHANOPOULOS: To Washington where President Biden's lawyers reveal that documents
marked classified were found in office space that he used as a private citizen. The Justice
Department is reviewing how that happened. Chief Justice correspondent Pierre Thomas is
tracking the story. Good morning, Pierre.

PIERRE THOMAS: George, good morning. Biden's own Justice Department is looking at how
classified documents associated with him were potentially mishandled in a case that could be
politically explosive. The Attorney General has launched a preliminary investigation into how
classified documents ended up at the Penn Biden Center, a Washington think tank nearly six
years after he left the Obama administration. Sources telling ABC a small number of classified
documents were found last November, a day before the midterm elections at an office where
Biden occasionally used space from 2017 to the start of the 2020 campaign. The White House
saying last night it is cooperating with the National Archives and the Justice Department. It's
unclear if the President was involved in moving the documents or if he even knew they were at
the center, George.

STEPHANOPOULOS: Dealing with classified documents but there are key differences between
this and the case involving former President Trump. 

THOMAS: Yes, these were found by attorneys for President Biden and they immediately notified
the National Archives, which was apparently unaware that they were missing. Former President
Trump received a subpoena from a federal grand jury after a long-running dispute with the
National Archives over boxes of documents he had taken from the White House upon leaving
office. Authorities say he failed to properly respond to that subpoena and the FBI searched his
property only after receiving evidence that Trump was still hoarding documents even after one of
his attorneys declared that everything had been turned in and they sound — they say they found



evidence that former President Trump was obstructing the investigation and, George, there's a
question of scale. Trump is accused of hoarding hundreds of classified documents. But still the
Justice Department is going to be under intense scrutiny and if anything appears remotely
criminal, a special counsel could be named. A key is whether the damage shows that if anything
was particularly sensitive and if these potential losses would have affected national security,
George.

STEPHANOPOULOS: Pierre Thomas, thanks very much.


